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This policy aims to provide you with a proper explanation of what types of content and uses of our tools are acceptable. If we become aware of any content that is outside the bounds of this content policy, we may remove, block, and report it.

Phishing and Security

We want to protect the security of both our users and respondents. We take steps to ensure our respondents will not be deceived by our products for any harmful purposes.

- We may block any surveys collecting social security numbers, security questions, credit card details, passwords, or other similar types of sensitive information.
- We may delete any sensitive identifying information published by a respondent against as a result of being deceived or scammed.
- We may remove any content intended to deceive or mislead respondents by linking to websites with malicious software such as malware.
- We may revoke your access to Survicate features, such as creating and distributing a survey, results analysis, and account management if this account is used for wrongdoing and deception of your respondents.

Respondents’ privacy

Users provide responses and information with the assumption that their information will be handled respectfully and not abused.

- We encourage survey creators to disclose their privacy practices in their surveys and, if they do so, we require those survey creators to act in accordance with those practices.
- You may not impersonate others when presenting your survey or collecting information.

Criminal activity

- You may not use our services in any illegal activity or violation of any applicable law.
- We will delete any content that is in contradiction with any applicable law.
Intellectual Property Infringement

We encourage you to respect the intellectual property rights of others

- You may not post any content included in your surveys or forms that violates property law.